Within a covariant effective one-boson exchange model for the T matrix of NN interactions we present detailed calculations of bremsstrahlung Cross sections for proton -proton and proton -neutron reactions at beam energies in the 1 GeV region. Besides pure bremsstrahlung processes we consider photons from A decays and contributions from the q -+ yy process. At beam energies above 700 MeV the A decay channel dominates the spectra at large photon energies, where the interference between non-resonance processes and the A decay channel becomes also important. Low energy photons stem from pure brem~strahlun~ processes. The available experimental data at 730 MeV beam energy is well described. We extrapolate the model down to 280 MeV, where more detailed experimental data exist, and find agreement with angular distributions.
I. INTRODUCTION
The series of experiments with proton kinetic energies Tkin = 280 -2500 MeV at the neur cooler syrichrotron (COSTi3 in Jülich promises a wealth of precision data of varioiis hadronic reactions. Among the particle production esperime~its a systematic study of bremsstrahlung processes is envisaged [I] , and the first data with the time-of-flight detector system TOF are analyzed [2] . The interest in bremsstrahlung is as usual for electromagnetic processes in strongly iriteracting systems: real or virtual photons serve as clean probes of the strong interaction.
In the energy region up to the pion production threshold at beam eriergy of Skin 280
MeV the bremsstrahlung can test the half-off-shell part of the nucleon -nucleon (NILT) potential. One ~notivation for such experiments was therefore t o constrain the various potential models of the low-energy NN interaction. Recent studies [3-51 however shotv that several bremsstrahlung observables are not too sensitive to different parametrizations of the N1Y potential. New precision data might allow fos some Progress, since the available data set in this energy region [6, 7] , as noted in Refs. [4, 5, 8, 9] , does not point to a preferable NN potential. Indeed, various models can account for the data [5, 8, 10] , even if there is some uncertainty concerning the absolute normalization of the cross section [7] . Some new possibilities to distinguish among various potential approaches in bremsstrahlung reactions are proposed recently in Ref. [ll] . At higher beam energy there is only one data set available, namely at Skin = 730 MeV [12] where the energy spectrum of the outgoing photons in limited phase space regions has been measured. This data has been analyzed early [13] and also recently in Ref. [5] within covariant models based on T and p exchanges. At COSY the measurements can be extended in a broad beam energy interval up to 2.5 GeV and deliver angular distributions of photons and recoil nucleons. Theoretically, one must utilize appropriate covariant strong interaction models in this energy region.
In particular the covariant one-boson exchange (OBE) models represent a powerful tool for describing hadron reactions in the GeV region. Such models have been employed for analyzing [14-171 the virtual photon (i-e., di-electron) production [18] . Recently, also the OBE description of pion production finds renewed interest [19] . Therefore, it seems worthtvhile to apply the same model to the real photon production processes to arrive at a coherent picture of electromagnetic processes in strong interactions of nucleons. Such a task is particularly tempting as there are controversial explanations of peculiarities of the virtual photon production meckanism at Tkin = 1 -1.5 GeV [14, 15, 17] : Either subtle interferences between non-resonance and resonance (including the A) diannels or a strong contribution of Dalitz decays can explain the non-trivial beam energy dependence of cross sections. Measurements of refiried observables [20] might disentangle the various di-electron sources. On the other hand an independerit test of real photon production in the mentioned energy region may be important for studying this problem as well.
Here we present results of detailed calculations of the real photon bremsstrahlung mithin a relativistic and gauge-invariant effective OBE model, which continues and exterids earlier investigations [15, for the reaction rVN + NN?. We go beyond our previous study L231 by including the internal radiative meson conversions, the anomalous magnetic moment of the nucleons, and a wider beam energy interval. Coriceptually, our approach is close to the rnsdel of Ref.
[l7]. The rnain difference rests in a different goal of our study: We here csrisider angular and energy distributions of real photons iristead of inclusive invariant mass distributions of di-electrons as in Ref. [17] . Additionally we employ a slightly different prescription for the 4 excitation vertex and effective parameters in the two-body elastic scattering T matrix. In relation to R,ef. [5] where only T, p exchange has been considered, we iriclude the exchange of a and W mesons as well and we take into account radiation from internal lines with vector mesons 1" = p, W in V7r-f vertices.
Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2: we formulate our effective OBE model approach for non-resonance and resonance contributions to the reaction IVN -+ N N y .
Concernirig the resonance contributions we restrict our consideration to the implementation of the A excitation arid decay channel. In Section 3 we analyze contributio~is of different channels in the 1 GeV region and present a comparison with the available experimental data for pp + ppy at beam energy of 730 MeV. In Section 4 tve discuss the co~itribution of the 71 -=+ y y decay channel to the NW -+ Xy reaction and compare it with the stroiiglg interfering A decay process and non-resonance bremsstrahlung channels. In Section 5 we compare our model with data at 280 MeV and discuss whether the effective two-body T matrix model may be applied here. The Summary is given in Section 6. In the present paper we restrict ourselves to unpolarized observables. The analysis of polarization effects in NN bremsstrahlung will be subject of a forthcoming paper.
N N + NN? BREMSSTRAHLUNG
The differential cross section of the exclusive reaction N1N2 -+ NjNhy reads in a Fermion -Boson symmetric convention where k = (W, k) denotes the four vector of the outgoing photon, pi,2 = (Ei,2> P~,~) and P : ,~ = (E;," P',,,) are initial and final nucleon four-momenta, respectively. fi is the t o t d available energy, and the nucleon mass is denoted by MN. 
A. Non-resonance pure bremsstrahlung
To evaluate the mentioned matrix elements we employ the covariant perturbation theory in first order to nucleon -nucleon interactions. The nucleon -meson interaction Lagrangian reads in obvious standard notation where 6 represents the nucleon bispinor, and n, p" W " a stand for the respecti~e meson fields; p, U . . -are used as Lorentz indices, and T is the Pauli matrix. Symbols in boldface denote here isovectors. Note that we employ the pseudo-scalar T N N coupling. It is known that the pseudo-vector and pseudo-scalar couplings give andogous results on the tree amplitude level [22] .
The For the elastic NAT scattering, the strong NNM vertex form factor (7) depends only on the momentum transfer squared q2. For the half-off-shell T matrix, which appears in the bremsstrahlung processes, the effective vertex functions, in general, must depend on an additional invariant variable. The momentum squared p2 of the off-shell nucleon may be chosen as such a variable. -4 procedure of including the off-shell dependence ints both the electromagnetic form factors F1,2 and two-body T matrices is discussed in Ref. [17] , and it is argued that the off-shell correction is expected to be not so large. In order to avoid in the present consideration poorly constrained additional parameters, xre assume that the above adjusted on-shell T matrix parameters are applicable also for the half-off-shell arnplitudes.
In this respect the below presented calculations might be considered as an upper bound of the non-resonance bremsstrahlung contribution since off-shell corrections usually suppress form factors.
111 our calculations we use energy dependent parametrizations of the elastic pp and pn scattcring, where the effective coupling constants gh.1 change with bea~n eriergy according to g1$f(s) = g& e x p ( -/ ? l~~~) [27] . The rneson masses nah" coupling strengths g,l~, and cut-off parameters rl,5f are adjusted by standard fits to the known experimental data anti are listed in Table 1 together with the energy paranleter Phi. In Fig. 2 we show tfre recults of our calculations for the elastic NN scattering in comparison with experimental data \28, 30] at two relevant beam energies.
Together 6 t h the conventional photon radiation from the charged exchange meson lines we include the radiation from internal radiative decays as described above. The corresponding decay vertex reads where V denotes the vector rnesons W and p, and q and k are the pion and photon momental cfiUffP is the Levi-Civita symbol. The eoiipling constants gv" are adjusted to the experimental IJ" -+ .iry decay widths [NI. Their numerical values are
The choice of a positive sign for the wny amplitude and a negative sign for pry is consistent with the data on pion photoproduction [29] . The N N V vertices in V r y dccay diagrams are the same as discussed above for the conventional OBE amplitudes with the same form factors and energy dependence of the coupling constants. data. Unfortunately, these data do not allow for a unique set of parameters for both A N n and A N p vertices. One of the possible sets even does not need a p exchange contribution [15] . This is consistent with the parametrization of Ref. [17] , where the relative amplitude of the p exchange is about one order of magnitude smaller than that for the n exchange, i.e., Moreover, this ratio Tp/T, decreases if form factors with cut-off parameters are included.
Relying on this fact and trying to use in our calculations as few as possible parameters, we restrict ourselves in this subsection to resonance excitatian via T exchange alone.
The NN -+ N A interaction is cfiaracterized by the amplitude where the form factor FA has the Same form as in Eq. (7) but now with the cut-off RA. T l~e isospiri transition operator T is defined as in Ref. [36] . The propagator of the A is used in the standard form for Rarita -Schwinger fields with , rl4& = 1.232 GeV and momentnm dependent width rA(p2) as in Ref.
[31]
The effective strength parameter g~ in Eq. (14) is normalized to the VerWestparametrization of the total A production cross section aF" [32] where the angular differential cross section is calculated within our model with direct and exchange terms. The cut-off parameter 0.7 GeV is fixed by the requirement to get a optimum reproduction of the experimental data on the A production angular distribution [33], See Fig. 1 in Ref. [15] .
Finally, the decay vertex A -+ N y is parametrized by (20) with Ga = 2.18, which results in the decay width rA+Nr = BA+r;, where BA+fi = 6 . 10-2 is the branching ratio, and ra = 0.12 GeV denotes the total A width.
RESULTS OF BREMSSTRAHLUNG CAECULATIONS
NOW we are going to present the results of our numerical calculations of the above cross sections. Let us first consider the contribution of the anomalous magnetic moment of the nucleon in the vertex Eq. (10) at Tkin=l GeV. For the sake of simplicity we show in Fig. 3 the triple differential cross section wd30/dw dQ, at fixed angle of the outgoiiig photon. The contribution of the anomalous moment is proportional to W* and becornes impartant s t relatively large photon energies, i.e., at w > w"/2, vvhere U", = (s -4M&)/2&. At low photon energies only the electric part of the electrornagnetic currerit contributes, and the cross section is well described by the conventional soft-photon approximation. The relative effect of the anomalous magnetic moment in pp scattering is larger than in pn interactisns.
The magnetic structure of the vertex in Eq. (11) leads to a similar behmior sf tlie contribution from the internal V + TY transition, but its absolute walue is much smallcr in the 1 GeV region as shown in Fig. 4 . This figure is more of methodical interest because at initial energy above the A production threshsld and at w > 0. Let us first consider the reaction p n + p n y in more detail. In Fig. 5a one can distinguish two regions in the energy distribiition of the differential cross section. At low photon onergies the pure bremsstrahlung dominates, while above w/w" = 0.4 -0.5 niost photoiis stem frorn the A decays. Interference effects are not important in these spectra when eonsidering the total yield. The situation, however, changes when considering the angular distribution at Skin = 700 MeVfor w/w" = 0.5 (Fig. 5b) . Here the interference terms becorne as large as the dominating individual contributions at large angles. (Note that in Ref. [I? ] the strongest interference effects are also found near the kinematical boundary.) Since we keep w/w" N 0.5: this effect is not Seen for higher bombarding energies because the value of w/w", where the bremsstrahlung and Li contributions are equally strong, is changed to srnaller numbers.
Similar conclusions hold for the reaction pp -+ ppy (see Fig. 6 ). Here the cross over in Fig. 6a from the bremsstrahlung to the A decay dominated region is sharper. Interference terms are smaller than the dominating contributions. The most remarkable fact is the double-humped bremsstrahlung spectrum in the angular distribution in Fig. 6b , which however is hidden under the A decay contribution. The relative sign of the A decaybremsstrahlung interference still remains unknown. This problem was also explored in Ref.
[I71 for di-lepton production spectra. As illustrated in Fig. 6b , the sign of A clecay -bremsstrahlung interference may be very important at certain photon angels at higher beam energies. In our consideration the interference term is positive at small photon angles and low beam energies, but at large photon angle and Tkin = 1.7 GeV its sign changes and becomes negative. The total angular distributions in Figs. 5 and 6 do not show drastic variations, and it seems difficult to disentangle the different photon sources with these observables.
An interesting observation Comes from the ratio of the photon emission cross sections for p n to pp reactions displayed in Fig. 7 . From Figs. 4 and 5 alone one can hardly make a distinction between p n and pp bremsstrahlung. They have similar shapes with respect to the photon energy distribution. But one can See from Figs. 7a and b that these reactions rnay show quite substantial (and measurable) differences. As known, the ratio of the dielectron cross sections for pd to pp reactions up to 1.5 GeV has a non-monotonic behavior [B] . The Figs. 7a and b show that the ratio of bremsstrahlung cross sections pnlpp has an analogoiis shape. At large photon energy the bremsstrahlung pnlpp ratio increases similar as the di-electron ratio pdlpp does, See Fig. 7a . It is also interesting to look on the photon angular distribution in Fig. 7b . Here we predict a pronounced non-monotonic behavior of this observable at Tkin = 1.3 -1.7 GeV which stems from the large contribution of the negative A decay -bremsstrahlung interference term (cf. Fig. 6b) .
Our results of the differential cross section wda/dwdQ,dR,~ might be compared with the existing experimental data on pp + ppy a t Tkin = 730 MeV [12] . One observes in Fig, 8 a good agreement of our model (without efficiency corrections) with the raw data [12] for the counters G07 and G10. At very small photon energies one recovers the results of the soft photon approxirnation. At w > 100 MeV the A contribution becomes dominant which causes an increase of the cross section, in fair agreement with the data. This has becn already observed in Ref. [5] .
IV. THE 7 + yy CONTRIBUTION
As meritioned in the Introduction the V meson production and its radiative two-photon decay plays an essential r6le in the di-electron spectra at 1 GeV beam energy and above [15] . In this section we estimate the q contributions to the incliisive N N + Xy reaction by integrating over the momenturn of the second photon. Thic consideration has rather methodical character, because if one looks at the inclusive one-photo11 distribution from intermediate pseudo-scalar meson decay into two photons, one should also consider the process n-O + yy as well, which is expeeted to give a rather large contribution because of the large pion production cross section. In the di-electron spectra at 1 GeV beam energy this problem does not appear since the contributions of n0 -+ *i*y and --+ y*y (where y* is virtual photon with invariant mass &I2 > 0 ) are separated, because the n0 decay contributes only at small invariant mass M2 < mg. But the 7 decay contribution may beconle important and may be as large as the dominant A decay contribution or wen larger [34]. Here, we intent to study the 7 decay contribution in comparison with the A channel and the interference contribution from A decay and non-resonance N N bremsstrahlung as an additional independent test of the strong effect of the Dalitz decay channel near the threshold. In doing so we assume that photons from n0 decays need not to be considered, since they can be identified and rejected experimentally [12] .
Relying on the fact that the 7 -+ yy decay width is rather small, ve get the follotving NN7 we assume that the excitation arid the decay. of the N1535 resoirance dominates the 7 production. We calculate the ~i~~~ exeitation within the OBE inodel with The quantity E is defined as = with so = (2% + m,) 2. This parametrization is in agreement with results of Ref. [27] and numerically coincides with Ref.
[35] and has been used for di-elect,ron production [15] . Eq. (24) allou~s to constrain one parameter in the set of coupling constants, and as a result ive need only the ratios of 9 :
' : g;O : gLO : = 1 : 0.78 : 0.55 : 0.17 which are taken from Ref. [27] .
Eq. (21) shows that the 71 decay contributes in the window Wmin 5 W < W", with
The NlS3s resonance is assumed to be an unstable particle, GeV. The energy Tkin = 1.35 GeV is just slightly above the threshold. At Tkin = 1.7 GeV there is a narrow window wherein the 71 decay contribution almost shines out. Within this window the 7 channel is as large as the dominant 4 decay contribution, which is in agreement with previous conclusions [14] . However, at extremely large photon energies W -+ W " the interference of the 4 channel with the pure bremsstrahlung process becomes comparable with the dominant channel. That is again in agreement with previous findings [17] . So we conclude that for a clear understanding of the inclusive real and virtual photon spectra both 7 decay and strong interference of the resonance and non-resonance bremsstrahlung must be taken into account especially for photon energies close to the kinematical limit.
V. NN BREMSSTRAHLUNG AT TKIN = 280 MEV
As mentioned in the Introduction, there is a large body of experimental data on N N bremsstrahlung at beam energies Tkin N 200 -300 MeV around the pion production threshold, and new precision data are to be expected soon from COSY-TOF and other installations. Therefore, it seems interesting to check a possible applicability of the OBE model by comparing with this data. Onc should stress, however, that the more elaborate potential mod& are usually corisidered as adequate in this energy region, since initial and final state interaction effects may be essential. However, there is no standard potential model. Various groups suggest their own models with speci-fic approximations. That makes a comparison between different approaehes rather difficult. We mention in this context also a recent successful application of the effective OBE model to a description of meson production in a wide energ-y interval down to the pion threshold [19] . AI1 this inspires us to apply our effective OBE model to the low energy bremsstrahlung data. Note that it is not obvious that the effective two-body T matrix with parameters adjusted at much higher energies is adequate for such low energy NN scattering. Nevertheless, we expcct that the OBE model reproduces the cross features of bremsstrahlung in this energy region.
We calculate the differential cross section d"a/dfl,;dflp;ddT for bremsstrahlung as a function of the photon polar angle at fixed polar proton angles dp1,,2, at Skin = 280 MeV. A comparison of our results with the data ['T] are shown in Fig. 10 . One can see that the OBE model describes, without any fine tuning of the parameters, the structure of the data q iiite satisfactory. Notice, hotvever, that there is some debate on the absolute normalization of the data [3'/]. The soft photon approxiniation does not so well account for tbe data. This means that for qualitative analyses of unpolarized bremsstrahlung observables one can use the effective OBE model in a wide energy region from 2 GeV down to the pion threshold.
VI. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
The present study of bremsstrahlung in NN reactions relies on the effective OBE model with parameters adjusted to elastic NN scattering. While a generalization of the OBE model to inelastic processes seems straightforward by calculating a considerable number of Feynman diagrams, one also meets not yet satisfactorily clarified items. One such challenging issue concerns the effective strong and electromagnetic form factors.
As mentioned in Section 2 we follow here Ref.
[L71 and others and neglect the half-offshell effects in the strong NNM form factors. Since we consider the emission of real photons with k2 = 0 the electromagnetic form factor can still depend on the rnornentum squared of the virtual nucleon. Desirable would be a unique procedure to introduce off-shell effects in a consistent tvay for both the strong and the electromagnetic form factors in the general case when the photon has arbitary virtiality, i.e., k2 # 0 as in di-electron production and electron scattering. Various aspects of this problem have been studied in Refs. [14,1?,22,38,39] . A general outcome seems to be the additional suppression of form factors by off-shell effects. In Summary we report a study of photon production within an effective one-boson exchange model which is indented for a prediction of forthcsming data at COSY-LOF. The present results focus on the general theoretical scheme but compare also suecessfully with existing data. We mention that accurate data on the elaatic scattering and the A contributions are needed to get more confidence in the parameters ta be exnployed. It s h~u l a~ be stressed that also the reaction pd -+ X y is very worth measuring since it provides valudAe information on the pn channel. 
